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My Most Unforgettable Character
Josh Duhamel is in a super career phase — and not just because he plays the patriarch of a
superpowered family on the just-released Netflix show Jupiter's Legacy. When EW recently called
him up to ...
Josh Duhamel on his most memorable roles: Tad Hamilton , Transformers , Jupiter's
Legacy , and more
What's the best kind of movie mom? Good or evil, I like one we sense exists outside the margins of
the movie. That's true of any character. They're most interesting when they're so complicated that
...
The 7 best movie moms are loving, sometimes flawed characters
Evan—sorry, Ethan Winters is Resident Evil's most forgettable character. Capcom can't decide if he
should be a character all his own or a player surrogate.
Evan Winters is Resident Evil’s Most Forgettable Character
Drescher, 60, sat down with TODAY Style to share the story behind some of her most memorable ...
famous character? "All of Fran Fine is in me; not all of me is in her," Drescher said. "So she is ...
Style flashback! See what Fran Drescher thinks of her most memorable looks
By Ade D. Adeniji Philly D.A.,the eight-episode docu-series on PBS, explores the unlikely emergence
of Philadelphia District Attorney Larry Krasner, who runs on a progressive platform, and wins with ...
Which of These 8 Fictional District Attorney Characters Do You Remember?
Turner Classic Movies host Ben Mankiewicz sits down with the Oscar-winning actor to talk about his
celebrated performances; his conservative politics; and whether he'd like to be directed by
daughter ...
Jon Voight: "I have to say my piece"
“This is by far one of the most memorable characters that I have ever portrayed onscreen. The
values, the ethics, the feeling of his unfulfilled dream and that of witnessing my son play with all ...
'Aurobindo Pal is one of my most memorable characters', says Ronit Roy on '7 Kadam'
The Series’ debuted on Disney+ last year and it’s a fresh spin-off from the hit ‘High School Musical’
franchise that made Zac Efron and Vanessa Hudgens global superstars. The series is set at the ...
The 5 most memorable moments from ‘High School Musical: The Musical: The Series’
ahead of Season 2 this month
All My Children' is one of the greatest soap operas in TV history — and 1 first kiss on the series was
truly groundbreaking.
‘All My Children’: Eden Riegel and Olga Sosnovska’s Characters Shared a
Groundbreaking First Kiss
From dinner with Ornette Coleman to dessert with Sophia Loren, artist Mark Kostabi shares the
meals that have mattered the most to him.
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My Five Favorite Meals: Artist Mark Kostabi
but by virtue of your character, you’ve been guiding me ever since. Thank you for putting your
heart and soul into your students and for being my most unforgettable teacher." ...
My most unforgettable LI teacher
While the Marvel Television Universe is basking in the success and popularity of Wanda Vision and
The Falcon and the Winter Soldier, phase 4 of the cinematic universe has been delayed owing to
the ...
8 Memorable Moments from the Marvel Cinematic Universe
“Batman” Varnedoe, who died April 24, will be remembered as one of Savannah’s most
unforgettable characters. No doubt ... Varnedoe said that “everyone is an individual.” “One of my
joys in life is ...
Unforgettable Savannah native Gordon Varnedoe dies
At worst, misplacing a spoon on the dining room table would probably draw a finger wag for
etiquette, but in the cutthroat world of competitive table setting, the faux-pas can be a . . .
From birthdays to blue ribbons: Five tips for setting an epic, unforgettable table
This year's Academy Awards ceremony (taking place on Monday afternoon, 12.30pm NZ time) will
look very different this year with multiple hubs from which the nominees can attend. There is also
some ...
Academy Awards 2021: The most memorable Oscars moments of all time
From the Matterhorn and the Monorail to Mr. Toad's Wild Ride and Pirates of the Caribbean, these
are the rides SoCal loves to recall.
A Brief Look At Disneyland's Most Memorable Rides
It’s my first time taking part in a drama where ... Kim So Yeon chose the shadow singer scene in
episode two as her most memorable scene, explaining, “I tried to convey Chun Seo Jin’s ...
“The Penthouse 2” Cast Shares Closing Comments And Names Most Memorable Scenes
“I was so bad they had to ship my character off,” Seyfried once told ... Lovelace can play like a
CliffsNotes breakdown of the most traumatic moments from its subject’s life, of which ...
A Look Back at Amanda Seyfried’s Most Memorable Performances, From Mean Girls to
Mank
My daughter and I sat in Monica’s living room, and we helped “pivot” the couch Ross needed to get
into his new apartment.
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